Introduction
We have previously developed a general methodology to screen genomic databases for regulatory RNA motifs (Dandekar et al., 1991; Dandekar and Hentze, 1995) . After collecting a number of representative examples, a consensus RNA structure and essential sequence features are defined and translated into a search program to screen large genomic databases for new, further examples of this functional RNA motif. We have recently identified new eukaryotic iron-responsive elements (IREs; Gray et al., 1996) and Rev-response-element-like structures in human mRNA (Dandekar and Koch, 1996) .
We present here a more general treatment of regulatory structures in untranslated regions of mRNA and identify several novel elements with different function, both in the 5′UTR and 3′UTR of mRNA, or further downstream in the pre-mRNA precursor. Exploitation of knowledge available from experiments is essential for success. A consensus search can be relaxed in the requirements for RNA loop region residues according to available experimental data. New computationally identified RNA structures which may vary from the known consensus are identified (shown for prokaryotic IRE-like motifs). If less information is available on the exact RNA element, such as for mRNA 3′end processing protein recognition sites, information from SELEX (selective enrichment of ligands by exponential amplification) experiments is applied and translated into new templates for search programs. Genomic counterparts of the artificial selected RNA structures can then be searched. If even less is known about the structural requirements of a complex RNA element, correlation between stem-loop structures in RNA folds and experimental observations can be successful, as shown for a destabilizing element in the estrogen receptor mRNA.
Materials and methods
Computer programs were written in VAX-PASCAL. Testing steps and verification methods for consensus searches involved controls as previously described (Dandekar and Hentze, 1995) . For instance, as a positive control for the IRE search, a carefully selected set of known IREs (Dandekar et al., 1991; Gray et al., 1996) had to be successfully retrieved by the program. Negative controls included failure to retrieve tRNA, rRNA or other highly structured RNA as false positives in database runs. The database screened was the EMBL database (Rodriguez-Tome et al., 1996) , Release 48. The IRE consensus (Hentze and Kühn, 1996) is shown in Figure 1 .
The search for a 3′ processing motif starts with identification of a polyadenylation site (AAUAAA) in the sequence and then a search up to 50 nt downstream of the site for the 3′ processing site motif consisting of YAG (match all nucleotides; Y indicates pyrimidine) followed by UGYUAG [0-3 nucleotides (nt) interspersed]. If there were at least two matches in the latter, the program looked for GCUGNCC (0-5 nt interspersed; N indicates any nucleotide) and whether an A was present 3 nt before the last sub-motif.
The 3′UTR mRNA motif in the 3′UTR of the estrogen receptor mRNA is shown in detail in Figure 3 .
Experimental
Cell lysates were prepared from Escherichia coli (Maniatis et al., 1989) . Autoradiograms of the radioactively labeled RNA structure were obtained after gel chromatography in the presence or absence of proteins binding the RNA element from E.coli cell extracts. Gel-retardation assays of IRE candidate structures were carried out as described previously (Gray et al., 1996) . T7 promotor constructs (T7 promotor and antisense of the RNA element as shown in Figure 1 ) were used to obtain RNA of the different candidate structures.
SELEX experiments (Türk, 1997 ) depended on purified cleavage stimulation factor (CstF) and subsequent selection of RNA ligands. Detailed protocols for the purification of cleavage stimulating factor CstF, selection of RNA ligands, and cleavage assays are described in Beyer et al. (1997) .
Construction of the various deletions in the 3′UTR of the human estrogen receptor mRNA followed standard molecular biology techniques, as well as the determination of their stability by Northern analysis (Maniatis et al., 1989) and transfection assays (Keaveney et al., 1993) . Fig. 1 . New candidate iron-responsive elements found by computer screen of prokaryotic genomic sequences involving a relaxed loop consensus. Primary sequence and predicted secondary structure are shown. Conserved nucleotides in the loop and the bulged C are shown in bold. Name and functional position within the mRNA are indicated for each mRNA element. Energy for each structure according to Zucker and Stiegler (1981) is given at the bottom. Top left: Consensus structure for eukaryotic IREs (Hentze and Kühn, 1996) . After the loop (with an additional interaction between the 5′ C and the G 1 nt before the 3′ end of the loop, sketched by a diagonal) follows top helix, a bulged C and a bottom helix. Top right: A known and verified control IRE in the 5′UTR of mRNA, human heavy chain for ferritin (Hentze et al., 1987) . Bottom: New identified prokaryotic IREs. Note their stable energies (bottom line) and the deviations from the loop consensus nucleotides. Exact positions in the mRNA (given is the position of the first C in the IRE-loop): E.coli ferrienterobactin transport protein (fepB; EMBL:ECFEPB) at nt 260, the coding sequence starts at nt 414; E.coli aminolevulinic acid synthase IRE at nt 1276 (EMBL:ECHE-MA), the open reading frame starts at nt 1330; E.coli fumarate reductase (EMBL:ECAMPCFR) at nt 2660, note that the start of the coding sequence is at 2583, but extends to nt 3317 (so in fact slightly more 5′; however, the compact organization of this genomic region has already been noted earlier; Cole et al., 1982) .
Results

5′ Untranslated region
Relaxed consensus search. To complement previous search results for new IREs in eukaryotes, we present here a systematic analysis of prokaryotic sequences. IREs are regulatory motifs in the untranslated region of mRNAs. In the 5′UTR, their recognition by specific protein factors (IRPs) stops translation of the subsequent open reading frame (Hentze and Kühn, 1996) . The binding affinity of the protein factor to the IRE changes according to iron content. Prokaryotic sequences of the EMBL data library were screened by search programs written in VAX-PASCAL (Release 48; 32 047 entries, 59 717 667 nt). The eukaryotic consensus IRE motif is shown in Figure 1 (top, left). It consists of a specific stemloop structure with a second helix attached after a bulged C, and several obligatory nucleotides in the loop region. In the top helix, base pairing is more strictly required than in the bottom helix, where 3 bp appear sufficient. This consensus is then translated into a search program. Negative filters exclude incompatible nucleotides and unstable secondary structures. However, available experimental results indicated that the loop consensus ( Figure 1 , shown in bold for each IRE and the consensus) was not as strictly required as previously thought and hence the search was modified accordingly (non-bold nucleotides in loop regions of Figure 1 illustrate that deviations from the consensus were allowed. The CUGUA in HemA has not been found to exist in eukaryotic IREs; on the other hand, the exact recognition requirements of prokaryotic IRPs may deviate from the eukaryotic ones.) Candidate mRNA structures passing the consensus structure requirements were next examined for correct position within the mRNA (Table 1 ; Figure 1 ). The remaining RNA structures were checked in detail for biological evidence implicating involvement in iron metabolism. Three prokaryotic RNA structures remained, after all filters, as potential IRE candidate structures: FepB, FrdB and HemA mRNAs from E.coli. Figure 1 compares them to known IREs in structure and predicted stability. The prokaryotic IREs are interesting candidate structures for their similarity to the consensus, their predicted folding energy, and considering the known function of the encoded protein. The fumarate dehydrogenase is an iron-sulfur cluster protein and converts succinate to fumarate, similar to succinate dehydrogenase, but under anaerobic conditions in E.coli (Cole et al., 1982) . We showed for several iron-sulfur cluster proteins the translational regulation of their synthesis by IREs, including the mammalian mitochondrial aconitase and succinate dehydrogenase mRNA from Drosophila (Gray et al., 1996) . The aminolevulinic synthase mRNA in E.coli encodes the first enzyme in heme synthesis. Heme requires iron as the central metal ion to function, and translational regulation by iron levels has already been observed and confirmed for eukaryotic IREs known for murine and human eALAS (Dandekar et al., 1991; Melefors et al., 1993) . The E.coli ferrienterobactin is involved in prokaryotic iron transport. Several eukaryotic mRNAs involved in iron transport or storage contain wellcharacterized IREs such as ferritin (in the 5′UTR) and the transferrin receptor (IREs in the 3′UTR) (reviewed in Hentze and Kühn, 1996) . The IRE candidate structures were tested experimentally in gel-retardation assays. For each of the prokaryotic IREs, extracts from E.coli cells grown in L-broth contain a protein(s) that forms a complex with an IRE probe of the candidate structure. Complex formation is reduced by competition with an excess of the unlabeled candidate IRE. Figure 2 illustrates this for the Fep IRE (lanes 1, no extract; lanes 2 and 3, putative IRE binding in the presence of E.coli extract). Controls shown include successful competition by cold IRE (lane 6; no bandshift) as well as cross-competition by other prokaryotic candidate IREs (lane 7) and eukaryotic IREs (lanes 4 and 5, human ferritin IRE). Putative IRE binding in extracts from E.coli cells grown in the presence of iron (100 µM ferric citrate) are shown in lane 3 (see Discussion).
Once candidate RNA structures are identified and analyzed, detailed experimental characterization can be carried out. Starting from known RNA structures, new RNA candidate structures with potentially similar function can be identified by a modified, relaxed consensus search combined with experimental testing. The 3′UTR may be searched by identical programs, only the screening filters (Table 1) have to be changed accordingly. However, our strategy has to be more strongly modified if the regulatory RNA element is less well characterized. This is demonstrated in the next two examples.
3′ Untranslated region and downstream of the polyadenylation site
Motif search complementing a SELEX approach. If no genomic template structures are available, different genomic search strategies for regulatory RNA must be sought. As an alternative to approaches such as neuronal networks (Ogura et al., 1997) , language-based approaches (Trifonov, 1996) and other non-consensus search methods (e.g. Tiwari et al., 1997) , we present here the combination of artificial in vitro evolution and genomic screening. The computer-based genomic screen delineates how close the in vitro selection procedure comes to the situation in vivo (at least according to the genome content).
An example is the case of downstream elements required for polyadenylation. The pre-mRNA 3′end processing factor CstF was purified from HeLa cells and from calf thymus, and used in filter binding assays. RNA populations with high binding affinity to CstF were selected by several rounds of SELEX (Türk, 1997) . The sequence of the selected RNAs was determined by cloning and sequencing. These in vitro results were then compared with data from natural organisms by genomic screening procedures. Conserved RNA features were determined first and next translated into a simple but powerful search program identifying polyadenylation sites and looking for a selected tri-partite RNA motif (see Materials and methods) downstream of the polyadenylation site in genomic sequences. Complete results of the genomic search are shown in Table 2 . To identify high-score hits, only cases where there were more than two matches at the important first part of the motif, YAG, were screened further. As a second filter, more than two matches in the next 5 part of the motif were required for further screening (steps in the distribution in Table 2 ). To identify low-score hits in the 3 part of the motif (e.g. to identify new protein factors interacting with the downstream part of the RNA motif and perhaps CstF), our search can be easily modified (protocols available from T.D.).
Example sequences found are shown in Table 3 . They identify genomic sequences resembling the consensus in several parts. In most cases where a potential polyadenylation site is present, some match with the in vitro selected RNA consensus structure can be found. The peak fraction of all hits has 10 matches. However, if the exact position of the element within the mRNA is considered (e.g. directly after the first AAUAAA), as well as its absence in non-mRNA encoding sequences (intergenic DNA, introns, other RNA types), the specificity of this motif is not sufficiently high. The SELEX experiment selected this motif as one with high affinity to the 3′ processing protein factor CstF. Our genomic search indicates that this particular motif is not the exact RNA element used in vivo, otherwise there would be more high-score matches and only a few matches would be found (Table 4). in non-mRNA sequences. The computational approach thus identifies limitations of the SELEX procedure and the in vitro selection result. Further experiments are required to clarify the 3′-processing motif better. Experimental details and additional SELEX-based searches, including further motifs and their refinement by additional experimental data, can be found in Beyer et al. (1997) .
The above example shows how genomic RNA motif searches can be extended to RNA motifs where no template is known by exploiting experimental information from in vitro experiments. At the same time, they compare the RNA motif found in vitro with the RNA signals as they are encoded in the genome.
Detailed analysis of a complex RNA stability motif in the 3′UTR. The example above considered a linear RNA motif. However, more complex RNA motifs in untranslated mRNA can be delineated. In this further extension of our combined strategy, different RNA folds are studied and correlated with experimental results. This template-free strategy is illustrated in Table 4 . The long 3′UTR of human estrogen receptor mRNA contains a signal mediating rapid degradation of the mRNA (Keaveney et al., 1993; Kenealy et al., 1996) . The behavior of this long untranslated region was now studied experimentally by testing different domains (indicated in the left column) and measuring the mRNA half-life (middle column). To identify the regulatory RNA motif, each RNA segment was folded independently, as well as different segments (F1-F3) . The stem-loop structures obtained were compared with each other and the folding of the complete 3′UTR. Only the complex structure with two long stem-loops shown in Figure 3 correlated exactly (Table 4 , right column) with the appearance and disappearance of the mRNA instability conferred by the different versions of the 3′UTR. New experi-ments will test the structure delineated and the processing of 439 aauaaa, ggucccaugcuccacccgagga,cag,u,ucuucgugccug [3′end] a Examples from human genomic sequences are shown. The nucleotide position according to the complete entry is given for each example considering the U in the aauaaa polyadenylation site of the mRNA precursor. The first three nucleotides of the region similar to the RNA motif are indicated in bold, separators identify further parts of the motif. Figure 3 .
Discussion
A consensus search for RNA elements in untranslated portions of mRNA can be extended to further examples and a less strict consensus, exploiting experimental information. The new prokaryotic candidate IREs identified in the 5′UTR by our approach can be folded into a structure like the IRE consensus and have similar stability. Furthermore, biological evidence as to the function of the encoded proteins suggests a connection with iron metabolism. All these data, including the first gel-retardation experiments of the radiolabeled in vitro transcribed putative IREs with E.coli extract, suggest these IREs to be genuine iron-responsive elements. However, more experiments are necessary to clarify and confirm their functionality. This would include further competition experiments, change in association with polysomes and swapping experiments to render another mRNA iron dependent after insertion of the putative IRE (Dandekar et al., 1991) . It is also necessary to obtain more direct evidence for regulation by cellular iron content. Some changes in binding when comparing cell extracts grown in media with different iron content have been observed in preliminary experiments, but these have to be repeated and analyzed further. The elements identified have variations in the loop region from the tight consensus known for many IREs from eukaryotes (see Figure 1 ; Figure 2 , competition in lanes 4 and 5), notable HemA. A further step in validating their function as genuine IREs will require isolation of the binding protein partner from E.coli to show that a true IRP equivalent is present in E.coli. The RNA elements revealed here could be used for affinity selection of protein interaction partners or in other experiments aimed at the identification of their prokaryotic binding protein.
Apart from identifying novel RNAs carrying a regulatory RNA motif, the approach is also applicable to other searches involving stem-loop structures in the 5′UTR or 3′UTR of mRNA or the mRNA precursor.
We next demonstrate protocols on how a search strategy can be extended to RNA motifs where no genomic template is available. Template delineation by SELEX experiments and critically analyzing the SELEX result by computerbased genomic searches is one approach. Correlating RNA folds with experimental observations was a second method applied to identify a more complex RNA structure in the 3′UTR.
Although the SELEX RNA pool analyzed here by our approach has high binding affinity, the computer-based genomic search procedure is able to show that the particular RNA motif selected is not the exact signal used in the genomic sequences. Several different RNA motifs seem to be utilized in 3′mRNA processing and partly overlap (Beyer et al., 1997) . High affinity of the RNA motif obtained from the SELEX experiment for the binding partner (here CstF, the cleavage stimulating factor) is a necessary but not sufficient condition for efficient function in vivo.
The two long stem-loops delineated from the complex RNA instability element in the estrogen receptor mRNA probably indicate another protein interaction. Further studies will reveal the exact primary and secondary structure re-quirements of the RNA element, including detailed analysis of mRNA processing and instability.
These different protocols to extend genomic searches are presented as an alternative to a number of other strategies for nucleic acid motif searches available (e.g. Gutell et al., 1992; Ogura et al., 1997; Tiwari et al., 1997; Trifonov, 1997;  further protocols are reviewed in Dandekar and Hentze, 1995) . Our protocols are particularly useful to exploit and combine experimental data with computational prediction.
